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Abstract

We study an infinite-horizon Lucas tree model where a manager is hired to tend to the trees and is
compensated with a fraction of the trees’ output. The manager trades shares with investors and makes
an effort that determines the distribution of the output. When the manager is less (more) risk-averse than
the investors, managerial trading results in a less (more) volatile stock price and a lower (higher) risk
premium. Trading between the manager and investors acts as an indirect renegotiation mechanism that
dynamically modulates the manager’s incentives and allocates risk and return, but its effectiveness is limited
with dispersed small investors.
© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The canonical asset pricing model views corporate cash flows as exogenous and focuses on
identifying a stochastic discount factor or pricing kernel to price the assumed cash flows. On
the contrary, the standard corporate finance model views the pricing kernel as exogenous and
emphasizes the impact of managerial incentives on corporate cash flows to be priced by the
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given pricing kernel. Overall then, in the paradigm of financial economics there is a separation
between asset pricing and corporate finance.

In this paper we incorporate a standard agency problem into a classical asset pricing model
to simultaneously endogenize the pricing kernel and the cash flows. Specifically, we analyze an
infinite-horizon Lucas tree model where a manager needs to be hired to tend to the trees and
is compensated with a fraction of the trees’ output. The manager trades shares with investors
and makes an effort that determines the output. The stock price in this model plays two critical
roles: in addition to the usual risk-sharing mechanism, it also acts as a monitoring mechanism
that induces the manager to make an effort. The interaction between these two roles results in the
reciprocal impact of the pricing kernel and cash flows.

The necessity of explicitly modeling the manager’s trading decisions and effort choices poses
challenges to the analysis. Since the manager’s effort determines cash flows, he has to be mod-
eled as a “big” corporate player. But, the manager’s effort depends on his shareholding, so the
manager’s trading decisions have an impact on the share price and he also has to be modeled as
a “big” trader—a non-price taker—in the stock market. We construct a dynamic model in which
the manager controls cash flows and trades as a monopolist with a continuum of small compet-
itive investors. For the equilibrium concept, the literature adopts state-dependent Perfect Public
Equilibria (PPE) (see Phelan and Stacchetti [33] for the example of a big government and a con-
tinuum of individuals and Atkeson [7] for the example of two big agents as extensions of Abreu
et al. [2,3]). In a PPE, the recursive state-dependent value correspondences characterize the equi-
librium value sets. However, working with value correspondences is difficult, even numerically,
and in addition, equilibrium selection is a problem. We propose a Strong Markov Perfect Public
Equilibrium (SMPPE) that allows us to work with value functions instead of value correspon-
dences. This generalizes the application of dynamic programming to broader economic settings
beyond the traditional competitive market environment. Though more restrictive, SMPPE facili-
tates our understanding of the model and eases numerical analysis.

Our analysis shows that managerial trading has a large impact on the stock price. This impact
depends on the relative risk tolerance between the manager and the investors. When the man-
ager is more risk-averse than the investors, output and the stock price become more volatile and
the risk premium is higher; when the manager is less risk-averse than the investors, managerial
trading smoothes output and results in a less volatile stock price and a lower risk premium. In
addition to its risk-sharing function, trading between the manager and investors also acts as an
indirect renegotiation mechanism that dynamically modulates the manager’s incentives. How-
ever, when the market consists of small competitive investors, the effectiveness of the incentive
function is limited. The conventional wisdom posits that managerial trading leads to an unravel-
ing of incentives, but we find that the opposite can also be true, especially when the manager is
less risk-averse than the investors.

Although the literature on managerial compensation is voluminous (see surveys by Abowd
and Kaplan [1], Murphy [30,31], Bebchuk and Fried [8], Holmström [21], Core et al. [11], among
many others), the general understanding of the relation between managerial compensation and
firm performance is still very limited, and there are different opinions about managerial pay
performance sensitivity. The nub of the issue is the tension between risk-sharing and incentive
provision. Having the manager own all of the equity would solve the agency problem, but would
also expose the manager to too much risk. While stock compensation can be used to alleviate
moral hazard by aligning the interests of firm managers and investors, its effectiveness is limited
by the need of risk-sharing between these agents in the economy. For example, in response to
Jensen and Murphy’s [24] finding of low pay performance sensitivity estimate, Garen [17] and
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Haubrich [19] show that a manager’s risk concern has an impact on the effectiveness of the stock
compensation. When a manager’s shareholding changes, his incentive also changes, resulting in
changes in cash flows. The stock price reflects the changes in cash flows, and in the meantime,
affects the manager’s trading decisions that impact cash flows. In this sense, the pricing kernel
and cash flows are simultaneously and inseparably determined. Most of the papers in the litera-
ture study static models that do not consider the interaction between the pricing kernel and cash
flows, let alone the dynamics in a multi-period framework. The main contribution of this paper
is to provide a general dynamic modeling framework that enables us to comprehensively analyze
the effect of managerial compensation on asset pricing.

A recent paper closely related to ours is DeMarzo and Urosevic [12], who study the trading
behavior of a large shareholder in a similar model set-up.1 Despite the similarity in the theoretical
structure, our paper significantly differs from DeMarzo and Urosevic [12] in several aspects.
They assume that agents have CARA utilities and shares of the firm can only be traded at discrete
times in a continuous-time setting. As a result of these assumptions, the large shareholder’s
trading decision and the share price do not depend on the realized cash flows. They find that
managerial holding gradually converges toward the competitive allocation in such a way that
everything is time deterministic given the initial ownership. We study a more general case without
restrictions on preferences and trading times.2 Our results demonstrate richer dynamics that are
not time deterministic. The manager’s trading direction depends on the realized cash flows as
well as on the relative risk attitude of the manager and the investors. We show that the interaction
of risk-sharing and moral hazard can make the stock price more or less volatile depending on
whether the manager is more or less risk-averse than the investors. Finally, we formally define
Strong Markov Perfect Public Equilibrium and prove the existence of such an equilibrium.

Our paper is a generalization and extension of the literature that studies the effects of agency
problems on asset pricing equilibrium. Admati et al. [4] study a model that is a static version of
DeMarzo and Urosevic [12], and rely on CARA utility and certainty equivalence to analyze the
tension between risk-sharing and costly monitoring. Kihlstrom and Matthews [25] and Magill
and Quinzii [29] also study the static asset market equilibrium based on the assumptions that
entrepreneurs cannot control the market price of risk and that certain spanning conditions hold.
Holmström and Tirole [23] focus on asset pricing implications of firms’ inability to contractually
pledge future income to external investors. In addition to these static models, there are dynamic
models that attempt to integrate corporate agency problems into asset pricing. Dow et al. [13]
incorporate Jensen’s free cash flow theory into a dynamic asset pricing model, but they do not
consider risk-sharing between the manager and investors. Albuquerque and Wang [5] study the
asset pricing implications of different levels of investor protection, and examine the effects on
Tobin’s q , risk premia, and volatility. He and Krishnamurthy [20] are concerned with the ef-
fect of bank capital on the pricing kernel when intermediaries are the marginal investors. Sung
and Wan [37] show that it is optimal for the principal to forbid the agent to trade the firm’s eq-
uity in the stock market. Unlike our paper, none of these papers models the manager as both a
corporate decision maker who affects cash flows and a monopolist trader who affects the stock
price.

1 Except for the difference in terminology, there is no theoretical difference in calling an agent a “manager” as in our
paper or a “large shareholder” as in DeMarzo and Urosevic [12]. Empirically a firm manager has more direct controls
over the firm’s operations but less trading flexibility than a large shareholder.

2 Although we use CRRA utility functions for the one-period model in Section 3, the Strong Markov Perfect Public
Equilibrium we characterize in Section 4 applies to any utility functions.
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In most parts of the paper, we consider dispersed outside investors interacting with the man-
ager through the stock market. This is different from papers on optimal long-term managerial
contracts, such as Holmström and Milgrom [22], Spear and Srivastava [34], and Ou-Yang [32].
When outside investors are dispersed and behave competitively, they act independently based on
their beliefs about the manager’s trading decisions and effort choices. The equity price consis-
tently reflects these beliefs and induces the manager to behave as expected. The initial managerial
shareholding represents the initial contract between the manager and the investors. Trading be-
tween the manager and outside investors can be viewed as an indirect renegotiation mechanism
that dynamically modulates the manager’s incentive and allocates risk and return. In an exten-
sion, we examine the case where dispersed investors are replaced by a single blockholder. We
show that the blockholder can monitor the manager more effectively.

We proceed as follows. In Section 2, we set up the model. To build understanding of the inter-
action between risk-sharing and incentive provision, we first study a simplified one-period case
in Section 3. We define the equilibrium concept of SMPPE for the full-blown infinite-horizon
model in Section 4. In addition, we characterize the equilibrium, prove its existence, and pro-
vide numerical examples to illustrate the equilibrium. In Section 5, we study the case of a single
blockholder. We conclude in Section 6.

2. Model set-up

We introduce the managerial moral hazard problem into the classic Lucas [28] asset pricing
model. Specifically there are two types of agents in the economy, an entrepreneur and a measure-
one continuum of investors. The assets in the economy are Lucas trees that need to be watered
properly to bear fruit. The investors own these trees, but do not possess the skill to water them.
The entrepreneur knows how to water the trees. Therefore, the investors hire the entrepreneur as
the manager to take care of the trees. We assume that the investors are homogeneous and only
consider a representative investor’s dynamic decisions.

At the beginning of each period t , the manager chooses an effort level et , which is unobserv-
able by the investors and which determines the trees’ output. The output is a random variable
defined on a support Y = [y, y] ⊆ R+ that is invariant to the effort level et . However, the dis-
tribution of yt over the support Y depends on the manager’s effort et . Specifically, conditional
on the effort level, yt has a distribution density function f (yt | et ). We assume that the density
function f (yt | et ) satisfies the monotone likelihood ratio condition:

• The density function f (y | e) satisfies the monotone likelihood ratio condition (MLRC); that
is, for e > e′, f (y | e)/f (y | e′) is increasing in y.

The MLRC implies that the manager’s effort is desirable in the sense of increasing produc-
tivity. When the manager makes a higher effort, the level of output is more likely to be high.3

Output is perishable. After yt is realized in period t , it is distributed as dividends. The man-
ager and the investors can either consume the dividends or trade for shares in the stock market.
The fraction of shares that the manager owns before trade in period t is denoted as αt . The
manager trades �αt and owns αt+1 = αt + �αt at the beginning of period t + 1. The repre-
sentative investor’s shareholding before trade in period t is denoted as αit , which is equal to

3 The monotone likelihood ratio condition implies first-order stochastic dominance, and thereby second-order stochas-
tic dominance as well.
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1 − αt . After trading �αit the investor owns αit+1 = αit + �αit shares at the beginning of pe-
riod t + 1. The price pt is formed to clear the market: αt+1 + αit+1 = 1. After trading in the
stock market, the next period starts. To summarize, the sequence of events in each period t is as
follows:

1. The manager, with an equity share of αt ∈ [0,1], chooses an effort level et ;
2. Nature chooses output yt according to the density function f (yt | et );
3. All the output is distributed as dividends; the manager receives αtyt , and the representative

investor receives αityt ;
4. Trading in the stock market begins. After trading at price pt , the manager ends up with αt+1

shares of the equity, and the investor ends up with αit+1 shares of the equity;
5. Consumption occurs and the next period starts.

The manager’s period-t consumption is given by cmt = αtyt − (αt+1 − αt )pt , and the in-
vestor’s consumption is given by cit = αityt − (αit+1 − αit )pt . We assume that the manager’s
lifetime expected utility is E[∑∞

t=0 δt [u(cmt ) − g(et )]] and the representative investor’s lifetime
expected utility is E[∑∞

t=0 δtv(cit )], where u(.) and v(.) are the consumption utility functions,
g(.) is the effort cost function, and δ ∈ (0,1) is the discount factor. We assume that u(.) and
v(.) are increasing and concave; g(.) is increasing and convex; that is, uc > 0, ucc � 0, vc > 0,
vcc � 0, ge > 0, and gee � 0. We impose short sale constraints on both the manager and the
investors. Therefore, αt ∈ [0,1] in any period t .

3. One-period model

To illustrate the main idea of the paper, we first study a one-period (two-date) model with
managerial trading. Specifically, at date 0, the manager owns α0 portion of the total equity and
the investor owns a fraction 1 − α0 of the firm’s shares. The firm’s output is y0, which is per-
ishable and distributed as dividends. Upon receiving the dividends, the manager and the investor
start trading in the stock market, after which the manager chooses an effort level e, which is
unobservable by the investors. Conditional on this effort level, the output at date 1, y1, follows a
distribution density function f (y1 | e) defined on the support Y = [y, y] ⊆ R+. The support Y is
invariant to the effort level e; therefore, y1 is an imperfect signal of the effort choice, e.

Suppose that the manager owns a fraction α1 of the total equity after trading. At date 0, the
manager’s consumption is cm0 = α0y0 −(α1 −α0)p, and the investor’s consumption is ci0 = (1−
α0)y0 + (α1 −α0)p. At date 1, the manager’s consumption is cm1 = α1y1, and the representative
investor’s consumption is ci1 = (1 − α1)y1.

The manager is risk-averse over consumption, and suffers a disutility from making effort e.
The manager’s lifetime expected utility is u(cm0) + δE[u(cm1) | e] − g(e). The representative
investor’s lifetime expected utility is v(ci0) + δE[v(ci1) | e]. Again we impose short sale con-
straints on both the manager and investors.

3.1. Equilibrium definition

The manager’s strategy is to choose the trading amount, �α = α1 − α0 based on his share-
holding, α0, and output, y0, at date 0, and then to choose the effort level, e, based on his
shareholding α1. As for the representative investor, he trades competitively as a price taker, and
his strategy can be written as αi1(p).
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Given α1, the manager’s optimal effort choice is the solution to the problem below:

max
e

δE
[
u(cm1)

∣∣ e
] − g(e)

s.t. cm1 � α1y1. (1)

We will analyze a sequential equilibrium for the game, in which the manager and the investors
rationally expect the effort choice when they trade. Let us denote the solution to (1) as e∗(α1).
Since the manager is a monopolist trader, we use p∗(α1) to denote the equilibrium pricing func-
tion of the trading equilibrium. The manager chooses α1 by solving the following optimization
problem:

max
α1

u(cm0) + δE
[
u(cm1)

∣∣ e∗(α1)
] − g

(
e∗(α1)

)
s.t. cm0 � α0y0 − (α1 − α0)p

∗(α1),

cm1 � α1y1. (2)

Given the manager’s effort choice and trading strategy, for any price level, p, the representa-
tive investor trades competitively and chooses αi1 to maximize his utility:

max
αi1

v(ci0) + δE
[
v(ci1)

∣∣ e∗(α1)
]

s.t. ci0 � αi0y0 − (αi1 − αi0)p,

ci1 � αi1y1. (3)

We use α∗
1 to denote the manager’s optimal trading strategy associated with (2), and use

α∗
i1(α1,p) to denote the investor’s trading strategy associated with (3). In equilibrium, the market

clears and p∗(α1) is such that α∗
i1(α1,p

∗(α1)) = 1 − α1.

Definition 1 (Sequential equilibrium). A sequential equilibrium satisfies the following condi-
tions:

1. The manager has no incentive to deviate, that is, for any α1, e∗(α1) is the solution to (1); and
given e∗(α1) and p∗(α1), α∗

1 is the solution to (2).
2. For any choice of α1 made by the manager, the representative investor rationally antici-

pates e∗(α1), and has no incentive to deviate from α∗
i1(α1,p) for any given price p.

3. For any α1 chosen by the manager, p∗(α1) clears the market: α∗
i1(α1,p

∗(α1)) = 1 − α1.

Notice that the above conditions imply that, even for an off-equilibrium path choice of
α1 �= α∗

1 , we still require the optimality of the manager’s effort choice and the representative
investor’s trading strategy to clear the market.

It is easy to check that the sequential equilibrium outcome is a triplet {α∗
1 , e∗(α1),p

∗(α1)},
which can be characterized by the following conditions:

1. The manager’s optimal effort choice:∫
e

u(cm1)fe

(
y1

∣∣ e∗(α1)
)
dy1 − ge

(
e∗(α1)

) = 0, (4)

where cm1 = α1y1, for any α1 ∈ [0,1].
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2. The manager’s optimal trading strategy:

α∗
1 = arg max

α1∈[0,1]
u(cm0) + δE

[
u(cm1)

∣∣ e∗(α1)
] − g

(
e∗(α1)

)
, (5)

where cm0 = α0y0 − (α1 − α0)p
∗(α1) and cm1 = α1y1.

3. The investor’s optimal trading strategy:

−p∗(α1) + δE
[
y1vc(ci1)/vc(ci0)

∣∣ e∗(α1)
] = 0, for any α1 ∈ [0,1], (6)

where ci0 = (1 − α0)y0 + (α1 − α0)p
∗(α1), and ci1 = (1 − α1)y1.

Notice in (4), the optimality of e∗ applies to the manager’s trading decision of α1, regardless
of on or off the equilibrium path, and this is a critical condition for a sequential equilibrium. Simi-
larly, the first-order condition in (6) also holds for any on- or off-equilibrium trading decision, α1,
made by the manager, while imposing the market clearing condition: α∗

i1(α1,p
∗(α1)) = 1 − α1.

3.2. Managerial trading without the agency problem

For tractability, we assume the following for the rest of this section:

u(cm) = c
1−γm
m

1 − γm

, v(ci) = c
1−γi

i

1 − γi

.

Using the first-order condition for (5) and the Envelope Theorem, we can show that, the man-
ager’s portfolio choice α1 ∈ (0,1) satisfies the following condition:

−[
p∗(α1) + (α1 − α0)p

∗
α

]
uc(cm0) + δE

[
y1uc(cm1)

∣∣ e∗(α1)
] = 0. (7)

Comparing (7) with (6), the representative investor’s portfolio choice, we can see that the
manager’s marginal cost of trading consists of two parts: the stock price, p∗, and the price impact,
�p∗ = (�α)p∗

α = (α1 −α0)p
∗
α , due to the fact that the manager is not a price taker. Let us denote

the manager’s private valuation of the equity as pm. We have

pm ≡ p∗(α1) + (α1 − α0)p
∗
α = δE

[
y1uc(cm1)/uc(cm0)

∣∣ e∗(α1)
]
. (8)

Both the manager and the representative investor would like to trade to smooth consumption
based on the realization of y0, and depending on the level of risk-aversion, the less risk-averse
agent will provide insurance to the more risk-averse one. However, trading will affect the man-
ager’s incentive to exert effort. The incentive concern will feedback to the stock price, and the
manager’s trading decision should fully incorporate this feedback effect.

The effect of managerial trading on the stock price comes from two sources: the manager
trades as a monopolist and trading changes his effort choice. To distinguish between these two
effects, we first focus on the monopolist effect by shutting down the channel of the agency prob-
lem and assuming that effort is an exogenously given constant.

Proposition 1 (Trading without the agency problem). Without the agency problem (assuming
managerial effort, e, is exogenously given), there exists a unique output level y∗(α0, e) ∈ (y, y)

at which the manager does not trade, and we have: (i) If γm > γi , the manager buys (sells)
shares when y0 > (<) y∗(α0, e); (ii) If γm < γi , the manager sells (buys) shares when y0 > (<)

y∗(α0, e). In addition, the manager trades less aggressively—buys or sells fewer shares—than in
the case where he is a price taker.
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Proof. See Appendix A. �
Intuitively, agents want to smooth consumption. When the manager is more risk-averse than

the investors (γm > γi), the manager buys shares when the output is high and sells shares when
the output is low. In this case, the investors provide insurance to the manager. When the manager
is less risk-averse than the investors (γm < γi ), it is exactly the opposite. Since the manager is a
monopolist, he drives up (down) the price when he buys (sells) shares. The consideration of the
price impact prevents him from trading as much as in the case where he is a price taker, in which
case, his trading does not have any impact on the price.

3.3. The effect of the agency problem

The manager’s effort choice equalizes the marginal cost to the marginal benefit, which is the
additional utility due to the output distribution shifted toward the high end. With the assumed
CRRA utility, the marginal value of an additional share, y1uc(cm1), may increase or decrease
with the level of output, depending on the risk-aversion coefficient, γm. This dependency deter-
mines how the manager’s effort changes with his shareholding, α1.

Lemma 1 (The Manager’s effort decision). If γm < 1 (> 1), then the optimal effort level, e, is
increasing (decreasing) in the manager’s shareholding, α1.

Proof. See Appendix A. �
Lemma 1 shows that only under certain conditions is the manager’s effort increasing in his

shareholding. Since the logic of managerial ownership as an incentive mechanism is built upon
the assumption that managerial effort is increasing in the manager’s shareholding, we assume
γm < 1 for the rest of this section to guarantee that this logic holds. By doing so, we focus on the
tension between incentive provision and risk-sharing.4

With the agency problem, the manager’s trading behavior will be different. The key driving
force is the sensitivity of the stock price to the manager’s shareholding. With the assumption
of γm < 1, the manager’s effort choice will increase with his shareholding. This yields the cash
flow effect. The change of cash flows is going to affect the investor’s trading decisions and
consequently affect the stock price. If the manager’s price impact is enhanced by his effort choice,
then the interaction can feedback to reduce the manager’s trading intensity. On the other hand, if
the manager’s price impact is dampened by his effort choice, then the manager is enabled to gain
greater trading benefits by buying or selling more shares. The following proposition characterizes
these interactions.

Proposition 2 (Trading with the agency problem). With the agency problem, (i) there exists a
unique no-trade output level y∗(α0, e

∗(α0)) ∈ (y, y) that coincides with the no-trade point in the
absence of the agency problem with the exogenously given managerial effort equal to e∗(α0);
(ii) if γm > γi , the manager buys (sells) shares when y0 > (<) y∗(α0, e

∗(α0)); if γm < γi , the
manager sells (buys) shares when y0 > (<) y∗(α0, e

∗(α0)); and (iii) when γi > (<) 1, the man-

4 If the manager has other income in addition to dividend income, then it is possible that his effort is increasing in his
shareholding even if γm > 1. In an earlier version, we analyzed such cases. To focus on the tension between incentive
provision and risk-sharing, we omit these cases here.
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ager will trade more (less) aggressively—buy or sell more (fewer) shares—than in the case
without the agency problem.

Proof. See Appendix A. �
Intuitively, the representative investor’s marginal value of holding an additional share is equal

to yvc(ci1), which increases in y when γi < 1 and decreases in y when γi > 1. Under the as-
sumption that γm < 1, the manager’s effort is increasing in his shareholding. When the manager
buys shares, he makes a greater effort that results in more likely high output levels and less likely
low output levels. The investor takes this shift in the output distribution into consideration and
adjusts the demand for the stock accordingly. When γi < 1, the investor’s marginal value of an
additional share increases with the manager’s share holding. The resulting price pressure due to
the agency problem feeds back to the manager’s trading decision and induces him to trade fewer
shares. In the case of γi > 1, the effect of the agency problem on the stock price dampens the
manager’s monopolistic trading impact, and enables the manager to trade more shares.

With the agency problem, the effort choice ensuing from the manager’s trading decisions
endogenously determines productivity in the model economy. This has rich implications for eco-
nomic fluctuations.

Proposition 3 (Agency problem and economic fluctuations). (i) If γm < γi , then managerial
trading will generate mean reversion in output. (ii) If γm > γi , then managerial trading will
amplify the output fluctuations.

Proof. See Appendix A. �
The intuition behind Proposition 3 is straightforward. If the manager is less risk-averse than

the investors, Proposition 2 tells us that the manager sells shares when the output is high and
buys shares when the output is low. According to Lemma 1, managerial effort in the second
period is increasing in managerial shareholding with γm < 1. Therefore, high output at date 0
tends to result in low productivity at date 1 and low output at date 0 tends to result in high
productivity at date 1. In other words, the agency problem can generate an endogenous mean-
reverting business cycle. Contrarily, when the manager is more risk-averse than the investors,
he buys (sells) shares when the date 0 output is high (low) and exerts a greater (lesser) effort
at date 1. As a result, the joint force between risk-sharing and managerial incentive is likely to
amplify output shocks.

3.4. Asset pricing implications

Suppose the small investors can trade a bond in zero net supply.5 The price of the risk free
zero-coupon bond is

b(α1) ≡ E

[
δvc(ci1)

vc(ci0)

∣∣ e

]
. (9)

5 Since investors are homogeneous, there is no bond trading in equilibrium. Further, since the manager is a monopolist
and sets the equity price, we do not consider the manager’s participation in the bond market. Allowing the manager to
participate in the bond market involves a lot of complicated issues; for example, there is the question of how to enforce
debt repayment; and the question of what happens if the borrower becomes insolvent, etc.
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The realized equity premium given output y1 can be written as

Π(α1, y1) = y1

p∗(α1)
− 1

b(α1)
, (10)

and the ex ante expected equity premium can be written as

π(α1) = E
[
Π(α1, y1)

∣∣ e
]
. (11)

Proposition 4 (Equity premium). Without the agency problem, the equity premium decreases
in α1. With the agency problem, the equity premium can either increase or decrease in α1.

Proof. See Appendix A. �
To understand Proposition 4, we first have a look at the effect of managerial trading on the

stock return. We can write out the first-order approximations for the equity price and the output
density function, as follows:

p∗(α1) ≈ p∗(α0) + p∗
α(α1 − α0),

f
(
y1

∣∣ e∗(α1)
) ≈ f

(
y1

∣∣ e∗(α0)
) + fe

(
y1

∣∣ e∗(α0)
)
e∗
α(α0)(α1 − α0). (12)

The realized equity return can be written as

r(α1, y1) ≈ y1

p∗(α0) + p∗
α(α1 − α0)

. (13)

Given α0, the expected equity return conditional on the date 0 output, y0, can be written as

E
[
r(α1, y1)

∣∣ α1
] ≈ E[y1 | e∗(α0)] + ∫

Y
y1fe(y1 | e∗(α0))e

∗
α(α0)(α

∗
1 − α0) dy1

p∗(α0) + p∗
α(α1 − α0)

. (14)

From (14), we can see that trading affects the equity return in two ways: (i) the monopolis-
tic price effect (denominator effect), which corresponds to the first approximation in (12); and
(ii) the cash flow effect (numerator effect) due to the extra effort expended by the manager, which
corresponds to the second approximation in (12). Without the agency problem, the cash flow ef-
fect does not exist. With the agency problem, the stock return depends on the interaction of the
monopolistic price effect and the cash flow effect. The stock return increases in α1 if the cash
flow effect dominates the price effect, and otherwise decreases in α1. The assumption of γm < 1
guarantees that the manager’s effort is increasing in α1, that is, e∗

α > 0; hence the cash flow effect
is positive.

Similar to the effect on the stock return, the effect of α1 on the equity premium also comes
through two channels: first, the direct effect on asset prices, p∗(α1) and b(α1); second, the
indirect cash flow effect on the distribution of y1. The proof in Appendix A shows that the
direct price effect is captured by Πα(α1, y1), and the indirect cash flow effect is captured
by Π(α1, y1)eαfe(y1 | e)/f (y1 | e). The correlations of these two effects with the investor’s
marginal utility determine the effect of managerial trading on the equity premium. Without the
agency problem, the second channel for the cash flow effect is shut down and the monopolistic
price effect solely determines that the equity premium decreases in α1. With the agency problem,
there is an additional positive cash flow effect on the equity premium. Specifically, a higher α1
is going to increase the likelihood of high output states, where the investor’s marginal utility
is low. The negative correlation between the investor’s marginal utility and the cash flow effect
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results in a higher risk premium. Again, the net effect of managerial trading on the equity pre-
mium depends on the relative magnitude of the conflicting monopolistic price effect and cash
flow effect.

4. Model with infinite horizon

Our analysis above demonstrates the tension between the manager’s trading decision and his
effort choice, as well as the effect of this tension on the asset price. The main purpose of this paper
is to analyze a dynamic infinite-horizon model with this tension. Similar to Section 3, we will
study sequential equilibria, in which the strategies of both the manager and the representative
investor depend only on public information. This type of equilibrium is called Perfect Public
Equilibrium (PPE) (see Fudenberg et al. [15]).

In period t , the manager first decides on his effort choice, et , based on his stock owner-
ship, αt . Then, output, yt , is realized and the manager trades shares with the investor. The
manager chooses the number of shares to trade, �αt ∈ [−αt ,1 − αt ]. The representative in-
vestor is a price taker, submitting a demand function �αit (pt ). The equilibrium price pt

clears the market such that �αt + �αit (pt ) = 0. The public history is denoted as ht = {α0} ∪
{ατ+1,pτ , yτ ,�ατ ,�αiτ (p)}t−1

τ=0. We denote the economy at t = 0 by Φ(α0) because the man-
ager’s shareholding, α0, is the only state variable. The investor’s strategy σi can be written as
{�αit+1(h

t , yt ,pt )}∞t=0; the manager’s strategy σm can be written as {et (h
t ),�αt (h

t , yt )}∞t=0.
A strategy profile for the economy Φ(α0) is a pair of strategies σ = (σm,σi), one for the man-
ager and one for the representative investor.

Phelan and Stacchetti [33] use an auxiliary competitive equilibrium to characterize the Perfect
Public Equilibrium. We take the same approach and construct an auxiliary competitive equilib-
rium by assuming that the manager adopts an exogenous strategy. Appendix B characterizes
the auxiliary competitive equilibrium and its equivalence to the equilibrium of a static one-
period model. The recursive formalization of the dynamic equilibrium is built upon the auxiliary
competitive equilibrium. Specifically, for a given strategy profile σ = (σm,σi), we define the
manager’s expected lifetime utility as

U [σ ] = E

[ ∞∑
t=0

δt
[
u(cmt ) − g(et )

]]
, (15)

and the investor’s expected lifetime utility as

V [σ ] = E

[ ∞∑
t=0

δtv(cit )

]
. (16)

We further define the marginal value of shares for the investors at the very beginning of the
game as

M[σ ] = E
[
(y0 + p0)vc(ci0)

]
. (17)

Appendix B formally defines a Perfect Public Equilibrium (PPE) and demonstrates the re-
cursive formalization of such an equilibrium. The PPE utility values, U [σ ], V [σ ] and M[σ ],
defined upon the strategy profile σ = (σm,σi) can be replaced with simplified state-dependent
value correspondences. When all dispersed homogeneous investors hold the same fraction
of equity, the state variable is degenerated to a single variable—the manager’s sharehold-
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ing, α. The value correspondences (U(α),V (α),M(α)), defined upon α can be formally written
as (

U(α),V (α),M(α)
)

= {(
U [σ ],V [σ ],M[σ ]) ∣∣ σ is a PPE for the economy Φ(α)

}
. (18)

In a PPE, value correspondences only depend on the state variable, α, but the strategies can
still depend on the entire history. In seeking tractability, we restrict attention to Markovian strate-
gies where the manager’s and the investor’s decisions only depend on α (see Fudenberg and
Tirole [16] for the definition of Markovian strategies). A Markov Perfect Public Equilibrium
(MPPE) is a Perfect Public Equilibrium in which both the manager and the investor play time-
invariant Markovian strategies. MPPEs do not impose any restrictions on what happens off the
equilibrium path; as a result, there are many different MPPEs depending on the off-equilibrium
beliefs. For example, given α, after a certain output y is realized, on the equilibrium path the
manager will trade to hold α′ for the next period, and this can be implemented by specifying
an off-equilibrium continuation PPE that punishes the manager with a very low payoff if he de-
viates and holds α′′ �= α′. The off-equilibrium continuation PPE can be any PPE; that is, it can
be different from the on-equilibrium continuation PPE corresponding to the same managerial
ownership, α′′. To fix this arbitrariness of off-equilibrium threats, we consider a special class of
MPPE, calling it Strong Markov Perfect Public Equilibrium (SMPPE), as defined below.

4.1. Strong Markov Perfect Public Equilibria

In our setting, managerial shareholding is the public information or the state variable sum-
marizing the public history. A Strong Markov Perfect Public Equilibrium (SMPPE) generates
the same continuation strategies and outcomes, including effort choices, trading strategies, con-
sumption, and asset prices, as long as the manager holds the same fraction of equity, regardless
of on or off the equilibrium path.

Definition 2 (Strong Markov Perfect Public Equilibrium). A Strong Markov Perfect Public Equi-
librium (SMPPE) is a Markov Perfect Public Equilibrium (MPPE) that yields the same MPPE in
every truncated continuation game regardless of on or off the equilibrium path.

By imposing this restriction on off-equilibrium threats, we can substantially simplify our anal-
ysis. With the weaker equilibrium concept of MPPE, for each value of the state variable, there
are many possible continuation outcomes. The uniqueness imposed by SMPPE implies that we
only need to study functions instead of correspondences. This feature enables us to extend the
dynamic programming technique used for a competitive equilibrium to a more general set-up
with a non-price taker, here, the manager.

It is easy to check that an SMPPE is a set of functions, {U(α),V (α),M(α), e(α),p(α,α′, y),

α′(α, y)}, defined below.
First, U(α) is defined as the value function for the manager:

U(α) = −g
(
e(α)

) +
∫
Y

[
u(cm) + δU

(
α′(α, y)

)]
f

(
y

∣∣ e(α)
)
dy, (19)

where cm = αy − (α′(α, y) − α)p(α,α′(α, y), y).
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Second, V (α) is defined as the value function for the investor:

V (α) =
∫
Y

[
v(ci) + δV

(
α′(α, y)

)]
f

(
y

∣∣ e(α)
)
dy, (20)

where ci = (1 − α)y + (α′(α, y) − α)p(α,α′(α, y), y).
Third, M(α) is defined as the marginal value of shares for the investor:

M(α) =
∫
Y

[
p
(
α,α′(α, y), y

) + y
]
vc(ci)f (y | e) dy, (21)

where ci is the same as defined above. The equivalence between the auxiliary competitive equi-
librium and the static one-period equilibrium implies that M(α) is the corresponding derivative
of the function V̂ (α̂i | αi) at α̂i = αi = 1 −α, where V̂ (α̂i | αi) denotes the expected payoff to an
individual investor who chooses to hold a fraction of equity α̂i , which can be any number, given
all other investors are holding 1 − α.6

At the same time, the equilibrium strategies and prices, e(α), α′(α, y), and p(α,α′, y), satisfy
the following equilibrium conditions.

1. Optimal effort choice by the manager:

e(α) = arg max
ẽ

{
−g(ẽ) +

∫
Y

[
u(cm) + δU

(
α′(α, y)

)]
f (y | ẽ) dy

}
, (22)

where cm = αy − (α′(α, y) − α)p(α,α′(α, y), y).
2. Optimal trading decision by the manager:

α′(α, y) = arg max
α̃′∈[0,1]

u(c̃m) + δU
(
α̃′), (23)

where c̃m = αy − (α̃′ − α)p(α, α̃′, y).
3. Optimal trading decision by the representative investor:

−p
(
α, α̃′, y

)
vc(c̃i) + δM

(
α̃′) = 0, (24)

where c̃i = (1 − α)y + (α̃′ − α)p(α, α̃′, y), for any α̃′ ∈ [0,1].

The term U(α̃′) in the manager’s optimal portfolio choice problem (23) reflects that the future
payoff will follow the same functional form U(.) no matter whether it is on or off the equi-
librium path. At the same time, the first-order condition in (24) imposes the market clearing
condition α′

i = 1 − α̃′ and an off-equilibrium price consistency condition, that is, every point
(p(α, α̃′, y), α̃′) on the representative investor’s demand curve, including the one on the equi-
librium path, (p(α,α′, y),α′(α, y)), is consistent with the SMPPE continuation payoff starting
with α̃′. These are the critical conditions that separate the SMPPE from an MPPE.

Proposition 5 (Existence of SMPPE). If u(.) and g(.) are continuous, and v(.) has a continuous
differential, then there exists a Strong Markov Perfect Public Equilibrium.

6 On the equilibrium path, α̂i is equal to 1 − α; off the equilibrium path, α̂i can be any other number different from
1 − α.
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Proof. See Appendix A. �
The SMPPE equilibrium concept enables us to derive some results related to the manager’s

effort choices and trading decisions. We summarize these results in the next proposition, and we
will compare them with the solutions to the one-period case derived in Section 3.

Proposition 6 (Manager’s trading behavior and effort choice). In an SMPPE, for any α ∈ (0,1),
there exists a no-trade point, that is, an output level y∗(α) ∈ Y such that α′(α, y∗(α)) = α. In
addition, if uc(cm)[y +p − (α′ −α)pα] is increasing in y, then the manager’s equilibrium effort
choice, e, is increasing in his shareholding, α.

Proof. See Appendix A. �
Proposition 6 tells us that, for any α ∈ (0,1), there exists some level of output, y∗(α), at

which there is no trade between the manager and the investors. Because the support of the out-
put, Y = [y, y], is invariant to the manager’s effort level, the more risk-averse agent has a stronger
desire to buy (sell) shares when the output is high (low). Consequently, there is an intermediate
output level at which there is no trade, and this output level depends on the manager’s sharehold-
ing, α. The no-trade result is similar to the results derived for the one-period case. In addition,
we have Uα(α)

M(α)
= uc(cm)

vc(ci )
at the no-trade point. It is easy to check that if the manager and the

representative investor both have CRRA preferences, uc(cm)
vc(ci )

is monotonic in the output level, y;
therefore the no-trade point is unique, and the manager’s trading directions are similar to what
we have characterized in Propositions 1 and 2 for the one-period case in Section 3.

The manager’s marginal gain from holding an additional share of the stock comes from the
output, y, the equity price, p, and the price impact when he trades, (α′ − α)pα . The manager’s
effort choice shifts the output distribution and thus changes the expected value of this marginal
gain. If the resulting change in the expected marginal gain is positive, the manager makes a
greater effort when he holds more shares. On the contrary, the manager’s effort decreases in his
shareholding if his effort causes a decrease in the expected marginal gain. This result generalizes
Lemma 1 in Section 3 for the one-period case.

4.2. Numerical examples

Although we have proved the existence of a Strong Markov Perfect Public Equilibrium and
fully characterized it, it is very difficult to derive closed-form solutions. In this subsection, we
provide a numerical example to illustrate the equilibrium dynamics of the trading volume, effort
choice, stock price, and equity return. There is only one state variable, that is, managerial equity
holding, which determines all these dynamic processes. The analytical solutions of the one-
period model provide us with ideas about the solution of the dynamic model. As we will see, the
numerical results conform to these ideas, and in addition, demonstrate the dynamic features of
the infinite-horizon model. The algorithm for the numerical example is given in Appendix C.

The numerical examples are based on the following assumptions:

• Output, y, can only take one of two values, yH or yL;
• The effort choice e ∈ [0,1], has the cost function g(e) = qe2, where q is a positive constant;
• The probability Pr(yH | e) = e and Pr(yL | e) = 1 − e;

• u(cm) = λmc
1−γm
m and v(ci) = λic

1−γi
i , where λm, λi , γm, and γi are all positive constants.
1−γm 1−γi
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Based on these assumptions, we set the parameter values as follows:

• Manager’s risk-aversion coefficient: γm = 0.85;
• Discount factor: δ = 0.95;
• Manager’s effort cost: g(e) = qe2, where q = 8 × 10−3;
• Output: yH = 3, yL = 1;
• Manager’s utility constant coefficient7: λm = 1 × 10−2;
• Investors’ utility constant coefficient: λi = 1 × 10−2.

The analytical results in Section 3 show that the difference in relative risk-aversion between
the manager and the representative investor has a large impact on trading. To draw a comparison,
we study two different cases for the investor’s risk tolerance: (1) γm > γi = 0.2; and (2) γm <

γi = 2. In all the figures, the left-hand side corresponds to the case with γm > γi and the right-
hand side corresponds to the case with γm < γi . For comparison, we also plot the case in which
the manager is not allowed to trade with dotted curves in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. Appendix D includes
the analysis of this no-trade case.

Fig. 1 illustrates the manager’s expected lifetime utility, U , the representative investor’s ex-
pected lifetime utility, V , and the investor’s marginal value of the stock, M , at different values
of the manager’s initial shareholding. The figure shows that for both cases, γm > γi and γm < γi ,
the manager’s expected lifetime utility is increasing in his shareholding, while the investor’s ex-
pected lifetime utility is concave in the manager’s shareholding—it first increases then decreases
in the manager’s shareholding. The case of γm > γi shows that the investor’s utility peaks at
α ≈ 6%. In the case of γm < γi the investor’s utility reaches its peak at α ≈ 3%.8 The exis-
tence of the utility peaks means that investors have an optimally desired managerial ownership
at t = 0. However, because the manager can trade shares, managerial ownership can quickly de-
viate from the optimal point. The manager’s trading strategy is illustrated in Fig. 2, discussed
later. Fig. 1 also shows that the investor’s marginal value of the stock, M , is increasing with the
manager’s shareholding in both cases; however, it increases much faster when γm < γi . This is
mainly caused by the curvature of the investor’s utility function: as the investor’s shareholding
decreases along the horizontal axis, his marginal utility increases faster if he is more risk-averse.

We present the manager’s strategy in Fig. 2, which shows the manager’s trading volume and
effort choice. Let us first examine the case with γm > γi , that is, the manager is more risk-averse.
We can see that the manager buys the stock when the output is high and sells the stock when the
output is low. This is consistent with the analytical results of the one-period model. The man-
ager’s effort is increasing in his shareholdings; however, in general he makes less effort compared
with his effort choice in the case where he is not allowed to trade, illustrated by the dotted e0
curve in the figure. In this case, there is a tension between risk-sharing and incentive provision,
and managerial trading can undermine the effectiveness of stock compensation as an incentive
device. The plots on the right-hand side present the case with γm < γi . Since the investor is more
risk-averse, the manager provides insurance to the investor. When output is low, the manager
buys shares from the investor. As a result, the manager’s contemporaneous consumption u(cmt )

decreases while his expected future utility δU(α′) increases. On the contrary, when the output is

7 The values of λm and λi are chosen so that the curves can be displayed together for comparison.
8 Because of the scale of the figure, the peak of the investor’s utility curve is not obvious in the case of γm < γi . The

utility peaks exist so long as the agency problem is not so severe that the concavity of the representative investor’s value
function is destroyed.
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Fig. 1. U , V , M .

high, the manager sells shares to the investor, resulting in greater contemporaneous consumption
u(cmt ) and lower expected future utility δU(α′). The trading results in this case are again in ac-
cord with the theoretically results in Section 3 for the one-period model. The manager chooses
an effort level to maximize the sum of his contemporaneous and future utilities. Compared with
the manager’s effort choice in the case where trading is not allowed (the dotted e0 curve in the
figure), we find that the manager makes more of an effort when his shareholding is low and less
of an effort when his shareholding is high. This finding is interesting because it is contrary to the
conventional wisdom that managerial trading unravels the manager’s incentive to work hard and
mitigates the power of the compensation structure.
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Fig. 2. Effort, trading volume.

Our trading results are different from those of DeMarzo and Urosevic [12] who show that
managerial ownership monotonically converges toward the competitive equilibrium level. Con-
vergence in their model results from assumptions on utility functions and trading restrictions.
We study a more general model that does not impose these restrictions. As a result, managerial
ownership fluctuates along with output, and there is no steady state where trading stops.

Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate the dynamics of the stock price, stock return, and equity premium for
the two different cases, respectively. When the manager is not allowed to trade and is more risk-
averse than the investor (γm > γi), the dotted curves show that the stock price and stock return
are increasing, while the equity premium is decreasing in managerial shareholding. And every-
thing is exactly the opposite when the manager is less risk-averse than the investor (γm < γi).
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Fig. 3. Asset price.
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Fig. 4. Risk premium.

Appendix D contains theoretical proofs of these monotonicity results. When the manager is al-
lowed to trade, things change significantly. In the case of a more risk-averse manager (γm > γi),
he sells shares when the output is low and make a smaller effort next period since effort is in-
creasing in shareholding. As a result, the stock price conditional on the low output goes down
and the stock return conditional on the low output goes up. On the other hand, the conditional
stock return is lower when the output is higher. Overall, the stock is more volatile and ends up
with a higher risk premium. When the investor is more risk-averse (γm < γi), the opposite hap-
pens: the stock return is higher conditional on the high output and lower conditional on the low
output. Consequently the stock is less volatile and the equity premium is much lower. These
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results conform to the analytical results summarized in Proposition 3 for the one-period case in
Section 3.

5. Discussion

The manager’s trading behavior affects his equilibrium effort choice. This incentive effect is
anticipated by the investors and reflected in their trading decisions. In this sense, the investors
use the stock price as a renegotiation device to provide the manager with effort incentives. In
this section, we first show that dispersed small investors cannot efficiently monitor the manger.
To draw a comparison, we also study the case where small investors are replaced with one single
block shareholder, who can renegotiate and monitor the manager more effectively.

5.1. Trading behavior and corporate governance

Competitive trading among the continuum of small outside investors imposes a limit on the
effectiveness of incentive provision. An efficient equity price, which would generate a greater
incentive for managerial effort, cannot survive in a competitive environment. We now formally
show this inefficiency.

Proposition 7 (Inefficiency of market discipline). In an SMPPE, for any trading outcome
α′(α, y) ∈ (0,1), we have

M(α′)
Uα′(α′)

= vc(ci)

uc(cm)

p

p + (α′ − α)pα′
. (25)

Proof. See Appendix A. �
Recall that M(α) represents the marginal value of shares for the individual investor, or the

derivative of the function V̂ (α̂i | αi) at α̂i = αi = 1−α, where V̂ (α̂i | αi) is the lifetime utility for
an investor holding an arbitrary fraction of equity α̂i , while all other investors hold αi . In general,
M(α) is not the same as −Vα(α), which measures the change in the representative investor’s
value function in an SMPPE caused by a change in the manager’s shareholding.9 In the standard
long-term contracting problem, such as the one analyzed by Spear and Srivastava [34], an optimal
contract requires that the principal and the agent have the same marginal rate of substitution
between present and future payoffs, that is, Vα′(α′)/Uα′(α′) = −vc/uc . In our case, we have a
continuum of investors, and the corresponding expression is −M(α′)/Uα′(α′). It would be equal
to −vc/uc if (α′ − α)pα′ = 0. However, the fact that the manager trades (α′ − α �= 0), and more
importantly, trades as a monopolist (pα′ �= 0) drives a wedge between the manager’s marginal
rate of substitution between the current and future payoffs, uc/Uα′(α′), and that of the investors’
vc/M(α′). This implies that the necessary condition for an optimal long-term contract cannot be
replicated through trading in the stock market.

Compared with a long-term optimal contract, market-based corporate control is imperfect in
an SMPPE. This imperfection is due to a lack of coordination among investors, who are price

9 See the discussion following Eq. (21) for the interpretation of M(α). The difference between M(α) and Vα(α)

concerns whether only one individual investor’s shareholding changes or every investor’s shareholding changes simulta-
neously. M(α) is compared with −Vα(α) because αi = 1 − α and dV (α)/dαi = −Vα(α).
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takers, and thus cannot effectively set the price to induce the optimal managerial effort. The
manager’s market power restricts the effectiveness of using the stock price as a renegotiation
and monitoring device. The manager will take advantage of his market power and make effort
choices that are not preferred by the investors. If the investors could coordinate and act as a single
shareholder, then it would be possible to set the stock price to the efficient level to induce the
desired managerial effort.

5.2. Block shareholder

Now we analyze the case with a single outside investor, a blockholder. In this case, the block-
holder bargains with the manager about the trading price and volume to generate the incentive
for the preferred managerial effort. We consider the case in which the blockholder retains all
the bargaining power and makes a take-it-or-leave-it offer to the manager. The time line of each
period is as follows:

1. The manager chooses an effort level;
2. After the output is realized, the blockholder makes a take-it-or-leave-it offer to the manager,

(�αt ,pt );
3. The manager chooses to accept or reject the offer;
4. Consumption occurs and then the next period starts.

In the case of a single blockholder, we can also define a Strong Markov Perfect Public Equi-
librium, and it is easy to check that an SMPPE consists of a set of functions, {U(α),V (α), e(α),

p(α, y),α′(α, y)}, such that, with U(α) and V (α) being the value functions for the manager and
the investor, respectively, e(α), p(α,y) and α′(α, y) solve the following optimization problem:

{
e,α′,p

} = arg max
ẽ,α̃′,p̃

∫
Y

[
v(c̃i) + δV

(
α̃′)]f (y | ẽ) dy (26)

s.t. −ge(ẽ) +
∫
Y

[
u(c̃m) + δU(α̃)

]
fe(y | ẽ) = 0, (27)

[
u(c̃m) + δU

(
α̃′)] − [

u(αy) + δU(α)
]
� 0, for any 0 � α̃′ � 1. (28)

Constraint (27) is the first-order condition for the manager’s optimal effort choice in the case
where the offer is accepted. The constraint in (28) implies that the manager will accept any offer
that makes him better off given that he will use the same strategy in the continuation game. It
is trivial to infer that the constraint in (28) is always binding; otherwise the blockholder could
always do better by keeping α′(y) unchanged and manipulating p to reduce cm and increase ci .
In other words, the blockholder will always make an offer such that the manager is indifferent
between accepting and rejecting the offer. As a result, the manager will expend the same effort
as in the case with no trading, and his expected lifetime utility will be the same as well. The next
proposition shows that such an SMPPE exists.

Proposition 8 (SMPPE with a single blockholder). There exists a Strong Markov Perfect Public
Equilibrium in which (i) the manager will exert the same effort and obtain the same utility as in

the benchmark case where managerial trading is not allowed; and (ii) Vα′ (α′)
′ = − vc(ci ) .
Uα′ (α ) uc(cm)
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Proof. See Appendix A. �
The result in Proposition 8 sharply contrasts with the case of dispersed investors. When the

blockholder has the power to set trade terms, the manager and the investor can have the same
marginal rate of substitution between present and future payoffs. This condition is necessary for
an optimal long-term contact, as in Spear and Srivastava [34]. In an SMPPE equilibrium, given
the manager’s shareholding, α, the manager is always indifferent between trading or not trading.
As a result, the manager will exert the same effort as in the benchmark case with no trading,
and his expected lifetime utility will be the same as well. Once the output, y, is realized, the
blockholder is going to trade with the manager at the consideration of two things: risk-sharing
and the manager’s effort incentive. Trading is essentially a renegotiation process, and the block-
holder’s bargaining power makes it possible that the tension between risk-sharing and incentive
provision can be balanced. As a result, the manager does not extract any surplus from trading
and is induced to make the effort that is desired by the blockholder.

6. Conclusion

Ownership and control are not completely separated in the real world. Certain groups of
agents, managers in some firms or large shareholders in other firms, control corporate deci-
sions and also trade in the asset market. Then there is a tension between incentive provision
and risk-sharing. This tension endogenously determines the pricing kernel and cash flows. In this
paper, we analyze an infinite-horizon model to capture the interaction of corporate finance and
asset pricing. The Strong Markov Perfect Public Equilibrium we propose enables us to use the
managerial ownership as the sole state variable to characterize the dynamic processes of effort,
output, and asset price. We find that managerial trading can be a source of business cycle fluc-
tuations. When the manager is more risk-averse than the investors, output and the stock price
become more volatile and the risk premium is higher; when the manager is less risk-averse than
the investors, managerial trading smoothes output and results in a less volatile stock price and
a lower risk premium. Our model shows that the stock price, in addition to its function as a risk
allocation device, also acts as an incentive device. In absence of a long-term contract, dispersed
investors renegotiate with the manager through trading in the asset market to induce managerial
effort. However, a market consisting of small investors in general cannot effectively discipline
the manager.

Lakonishok and Lee [27] study the insider trading activity of all firms traded on the NYSE,
AMEX, and Nasdaq during the period 1975–1995. They find that “insiders are active and that
there is at least some insider trading in more than 50% of the stocks in a given year” (p. 82).
Recent research by Cohen et al. [10] argues that some insider trading is not informative (that is,
it is anticipated) because it is “routine,” but there is also trading that is informative. Our model
predicts that insider trading conveys “inside information” to outside investors because it reveals
the manager’s intended effort choice. In this sense, we focus on endogenous inside information
instead of exogenous inside information.

The goal of this paper is to provide a formal dynamic framework for the analysis of agency-
based asset pricing. For ease of tractability, there is only one manager and one asset in our
model. If there are multiple managers and multiple assets, diversification by either managers or
investors will reduce the need of risk-sharing and have an impact on managerial trading decisions
and effort choices. Since idiosyncratic output shocks can change managerial holdings in different
firms, these shocks will be priced. Recent empirical studies find evidence that idiosyncratic risk is
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indeed priced (for example, see Goyal and Santa-Clara [18], Spiegel and Wang [35], and Fu [14]).
Kocherlakota [26] discusses the portfolio choice of an agent with moral hazard problem and its
impact on asset prices when the agent can trade multiple stocks. An extension of our model along
the same line is straightforward, but the analysis is complicated because it involves multiple state
variables. Other extensions include introducing endowment shock and serial output correlation
into the model. We leave these interesting questions as topics for future research.

Appendix A. Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1. We will only prove the case with γm > γi , as the case with γm < γi can
be proved similarly. For the first part, we show that (i) if γm > γi , then the manager buys (sells)
shares when y0 = y(y); (ii) given α0 and e, there is a unique no-trade point y∗ ∈ (y, y).

Differentiating (6) with respect to α1, we have

p∗
α = 1

vc(ci0)

{
−p∗vcc(ci0)pm − δ

∫
y2

1vcc(ci1)f
(
y1

∣∣ e∗)dy1

+ δ

∫
y1vc(ci1)fe

(
y1

∣∣ e∗)e∗
α dy1

}
.

Without the agency problem, the last term e∗
α is zero, and we can easily show that p∗

α > 0
results from the concavity of v(.). By manipulating (7), at y0 = y, we have

(
α∗

1 − α0
)
p∗

α = pm − p∗ = δ

∫ [
y1uc(cm1)

uc(cm0)
− y1vc(ci1)

vc(ci0)

]
f

(
y1

∣∣ e∗)dy1

= δ

∫
y1

[(
α∗

1y − (α∗
1 − α0)(y + p)

α∗
1y1

)γm

−
(

(1 − α∗
1)y + (α∗

1 − α0)(y + p)

(1 − α∗
1)y1

)γi
]
f

(
y1

∣∣ e∗)dy1.

Assuming α∗
1 � α0, we have LHS = (α∗

1 − α0)p
∗
α � 0, and for the right-hand side, we have(

α∗
1y − (α∗

1 − α0)(y + p)

α∗
1y1

)γm

�
(

y

y1

)γm

<

(
y

y1

)γi

�
(

(1 − α∗
1)y + (α∗

1 − α0)(y + p)

(1 − α∗
1)y1

)γi

⇒ RHS < 0,

which is a contradiction. Therefore, we must have α∗
1 < α0 with γm > γi and y0 = y. Similarly,

we must have α∗
1 > α0 with γm > γi and y0 = y.

The existence of a no-trade point, y∗, is the result of the Mean Value Theorem. For uniqueness,
at y∗ we have

RHS =
∫

y1

[(
y∗

y1

)γm

−
(

y∗

y1

)γi
]
f

(
y1

∣∣ e∗)dy1 = 0.

Rearranging the above equation, we get

(
y∗)γm−γi =

∫
y

1−γi

1 f (y1 | e∗) dy1∫ 1−γmf (y | e∗) dy
.

y1 1 1
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Since (y∗)γm−γi is monotonic in y∗, there is a unique no-trade point y∗ at which α∗
1 = α0.

Further, continuity implies that α∗
1 > α0 when y > y∗ and α∗

1 < α0 when y < y∗.
For the second part, if the manager is a price taker, then (7) becomes

−puc(cm0) + δ

∫
y1uc(cm1)f

(
y1

∣∣ e∗)dy1 = 0.

At the same time, (6) can be rewritten as

−pvc(ci0) + δ

∫
y1vc(ci1)f

(
y1

∣∣ e∗)dy1 = 0.

Let us denote the equilibrium managerial shareholding as α∗∗
1 in this case. Then we have,

at y0:

0 = δ

∫
y1

[(
α∗∗

1 y0 − (α∗∗
1 − α0)(y0 + p)

α∗∗
1 y1

)γm

−
(

(1 − α∗∗
1 )y0 + (α∗∗

1 − α0)(y0 + p)

(1 − α∗∗
1 )y1

)γi
]
f

(
y1

∣∣ e∗)dy1.

Since the right-hand side is exactly the same as in the case where the manager is a monopolistic
trader, the no-trade point still holds. We can further prove that the RHS is a decreasing function
of α∗∗

1 :

∂

∂α∗∗
1

[(
α∗∗

1 y0 − (α∗∗
1 − α0)(y0 + p)

α∗∗
1 y1

)γm

−
(

(1 − α∗∗
1 )y0 + (α∗∗

1 − α0)(y0 + p)

(1 − α∗∗
1 )y1

)γi
]

= −γm

(
α∗∗

1 y0 − (α∗∗
1 − α0)(y0 + p)

α∗∗
1 y1

)γm−1
α0

(α∗∗
1 )2

y0 + p

y1

− γi

(
(1 − α∗∗

1 )y0 + (α∗∗
1 − α0)(y0 + p)

(1 − α∗∗
1 )y1

)γi−1 1 − α0

(1 − α∗∗
1 )2

y0 + p

y1
< 0.

When y0 > y∗, we have α∗
1 > α0 and RHS > 0 when the manager is a monopolistic trader, so

we must have α∗∗
1 > α∗

1 to drive RHS down to zero in the case where he is a price taker. Similarly,
when y0 < y∗, we have α∗

1 < α0 and RHS < 0, so we must have α∗∗
1 < α∗

1 to drive RHS up to
zero. �
Proof of Lemma 1. The optimal effort choice, e, satisfies the first-order condition:

−ge(e) +
∫
Y

u(αy)fe(y | e) dy = 0.

We assume that the second-order condition holds:

−gee(e) +
∫
Y

u(αy)fee(y | e) dy < 0.

Taking the derivative of the first-order condition with respect to α gives

eα

[
−gee(e) +

∫
Y

u(αy)fee(y | e) dy

]
+

∫
Y

yuc(αy)fe(y | e) dy = 0.

This implies that eα > 0 if and only if
∫

yuc(αy)fe(y | e) dy > 0.

Y
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Plugging in u(cm) = c
1−γm
m

1−γm
,
∫
Y

yuc(αy)fe(y | e) dy = 1−γm

α

∫
Y

u(αy)fe(y | e) dy. Since

MLRC guarantees that
∫
Y

u(αy)fe(y | e) dy = ge(e) > 0, we have eα > 0 if and only if γm < 1.
For a general utility function, Appendix D shows that the condition for eα > 0 is that yuc(αy) is
increasing in y. �
Proof of Proposition 2. For (i), let us prove the existence of a no-trade point by construction.
Let y∗ be the no-trade point for the case without the agency problem, and in particular, with the
effort choice equal to e∗(α0), the optimal effort choice when α∗

1 = α0 in the case with the agency
problem. It is easy to check that the triplet (α∗

1 = α0,p
∗(α0), e

∗(α0)) satisfies the equilibrium
conditions in (4), (5) and (6). Therefore, there exists a no-trade point y∗∗∗ ∈ (y, y) coinciding
with the corresponding no-trade point without the agency problem, y∗(α0, e

∗(α0)). The proof of
uniqueness is the same as Proposition 1, and is thus omitted.

Next we prove part (ii). Differentiating (6) with respect to α1, we have

p∗
α = 1

vc(ci0)

{
−p∗vcc(ci0)pm − δ

∫
y2

1vcc(ci1)f
(
y1

∣∣ e∗)dy1

+ δ

∫
y1vc(ci1)fe

(
y1

∣∣ e∗)e∗
α dy1

}
.

In the above equation, the effect of the agency problem is captured by the last term
∫

y1vc(ci1) ×
fe(y1 | e∗)e∗

α dy1. Similar to the proof of Lemma 1 (also see the proof of Lemma D.1 in
Appendix D), we can show∫

y1vc(ci1)fe

(
y1

∣∣ e∗)e∗
α dy1 > 0 if and only if γi < 1.

Therefore, in the case of γi < 1 the value of p∗
α is positive and greater than in the case without

the agency problem. Similar to the proof of Proposition 1, we can show that the manager buys
(sells) shares when y0 > (<) y∗ if γm > γi , and sells (buys) shares when y0 > (<) y∗ if γm < γi .

In the case of γi > 1 > γm, the value of p∗
α is smaller, and we proceed to prove that part (ii)

holds as long as fe(y|e)
f (y|e) eα is bounded.

The last two terms of p∗
α can be combined as

−δ

∫
y2

1vcc(ci1)f
(
y1

∣∣ e∗)dy1 + δ

∫
y1vc(ci1)fe

(
y1

∣∣ e∗)e∗
α dy1

= δ

∫
y1vc(ci1)

[
γi

αi1
+ fe(y1 | e∗)e∗

α

f (y1 | e∗)

]
dy1.

When α0 is close to 1, αi1 is close to zero (the investor cannot buy many shares due to the wealth

constraint and cannot sell many shares due to the short sale constraint), γi

αi1
+ fe(y1|e∗)e∗

α

f (y1|e∗) is positive

and accordingly p∗
α is positive. Similar to what we have shown in the proof of Proposition 1, we

must have the manager selling shares when y0 = y and buying shares when y0 = y if α0 is close
to 1. Because y0 = y or y cannot be a no-trade point, the manager sells shares when y0 = y and
buys shares when y0 = y for all other values of α0. Combining this with the uniqueness of the
no-trade point, we know that the manager sells (buys) shares when y0 > (<) y∗.

Now let us prove part (iii). Let α∗∗∗
1 be the manager’s optimal choice of α1. By manipulat-

ing (7), at y0, we have
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(
α∗∗∗

1 − α0
)
p∗

α = δ

∫
y1

[(
α∗∗∗

1 y0 − (α∗∗∗
1 − α0)(y0 + p)

α∗∗∗
1 y1

)γm

−
(

(1 − α∗∗∗
1 )y0 + (α∗∗∗

1 − α0)(y0 + p)

(1 − α∗∗∗
1 )y1

)γi
]
f

(
y1

∣∣ e∗)dy1.

We only examine the case where 1 > γm > γi and y0 < y∗. All other cases can be proved simi-
larly. From the proof of part (ii), we know when γm > γi and y0 < y∗, the manager sells shares,
that is, α∗∗∗

1 < α0. In addition the value of p∗
α is greater than that in the case without the agency

problem. If the manager trades more aggressively than in the case without the agency problem,
that is, α∗∗∗

1 � α∗
1 , we will have that LHS is smaller while RHS is greater than in the case without

the agency problem (from the proof of Proposition 1, we know that RHS of the above equation is
a decreasing function of α∗∗∗

1 ). The equation above cannot hold; a contradiction. Therefore, we
must have α∗∗∗

1 > α∗
1 , that is, the manager will sell less aggressively. �

Proof of Proposition 3. For (i), with γm < γi , the manager is less risk-averse than the investor,
and he provides insurance to the investor. When the date 0 output is higher (lower) than the no-
trade point, the manager sells (buys) shares, the next period’s effort choice is lower (higher), and
it is less likely to have a high (low) output; and this automatically generates a mean-reverting
pattern in outputs. For (ii), with γm > γi , the manager is more risk-averse than the investor, and
he smoothes consumption with the investor providing liquidity. When the date 0 output is higher
(lower) than the no-trade point, the manager buys (sells) shares. Accordingly, the next period’s
effort choice is higher (lower), and it is more likely to have a high (low) output. So managerial
trading amplifies the economic fluctuations. �
Proof of Proposition 4. We know that:

1

vc(ci0)
δE

[
vc(ci1)Π(α1, y1)

∣∣ e∗] = 0.

With CRRA preferences for the investor, differentiating the above equation with respect to α1
gives

E
[
vc(ci1)g(α1, y1)

∣∣ e∗] = 0,

where g(α1, y1) = Πα(α1, y1) + Π(α1, y1)eα
fe(y1|e)
f (y1|e) .

It is easy to check that πα(α1) = E[g(α1, y1) | e∗]. We know:

COV
[
vc(ci1), g(α1, y1)

∣∣ e∗]
= E

[
vc(ci1)g(α1, y1)

∣∣ e∗] − E
[
vc(ci1)

∣∣ e∗]E[
g(α1, y1)

∣∣ e∗]
= −E

[
vc(ci1)

∣∣ e∗]E[
g(α1, y1)

∣∣ e∗].
Since vc(ci1) is always positive, we have E[vc(ci1) | e∗] > 0. This means COV[vc(ci1),

g(α1, y1) | e∗] and E[g(α1, y1) | e∗] have different signs. Since vc(ci1) is decreasing with y1,
when g(α1, y1) is increasing (decreasing) with y1, we have COV[vc(ci1), g(α1, y1) | e∗] < 0
(> 0) and E[g(α1, y1) | e∗] > 0 (< 0). Without the agency problem, g(α1, y1) = Πα(α1, y1) and

is decreasing with y1 because ∂Πα(α1, y1)/∂y1 = ∂Πy(α1, y1)/∂α1 = − p∗
α

(p∗(α1))
2 < 0. With the

agency problem, g(α1, y1) may increase with y1 because eα > 0, Π(α1, y1) is increasing in y1,
and MLRC implies fe(y1 | e)/f (y1 | e) is increasing in y1. �
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Proof of Proposition 5. Given the pricing function p(α,α′, y) and the value function U(α), the
manager of the firm chooses effort choice, e, and next period’s shareholding, α′, to maximize his
utility. Let CU be the set of continuous functions from [0, 1] to R, and let ρ be the sup-norm
defined on CU , that is ρ(U1,U2) = supα∈[0,1]{U1(α) − U2(α)}. Given continuous p(α,α′, y)

and U(α), define a mapping TU : CU → CU as follows:

TU(U)(α) = max
e

{
−g(e) +

∫
Y

max
α′

[
u(cm) + δU

(
α′)]f (y | e) dy

}

s.t. cm = αy − (
α′ − α

)
p
(
α,α′, y

)
.

We can show that TU(U) is a contraction mapping. According to Berge’s Maximum Theo-
rem, we know that the fixed point U is a continuous function, and, moreover, the corresponding
solution E(α) for the effort choice and A′(α, y) for the trading strategy are compact-valued up-
per hemi-continuous correspondences (E(α) and A′(α, y) are not empty-valued as the objective
function is continuous and the choice sets are compact by the Extreme Value Theorem). We
know that a compact-valued upper hemi-continuous correspondence contains a continuous func-
tion,10 and we can pick such continuous functions from E(α) and A′(α, y), defined as e(α) and
α′(α, y), respectively. Therefore, we have a map from a continuous pricing function p(α,α′, y)

to {e(α),α′(α, y)}, which is also continuous.
Given continuous {e(.), α′(.)}, define

Tp(p)
(
α′) =

∫
Y

δvc

(
c′
i

)[
y′ + p

(
α′, α′′, y′)]f (

y′ ∣∣ e′)dy′

s.t. α′′ = α′(α′, y′),
e′ = e

(
α′),

c′
i = (

1 − α′)y′ + (
α′′ − α′)p(

α′, α′′, y′).
Let Cp be the set of continuous function from [0,1]2 × [y, y] to R, and let ρ be the sup-norm
define on Cp , we can show Tp(.) is a contraction mapping, and there exists a continuous func-
tion p(α,α′, y) such that, vc(ci)p = Tp(p) with ci = (1 − α)y + (α′ − α)p(α,α′, y). Thus, we
establish a mapping from {e(α),α′(α, y)} to p(α,α′, y).

With Cp being the set of continuous pricing functions defined on [0,1]2 × [y, y], so far we
have established a mapping from p(α,α′, y) ∈ Cp to p(α,α′, y) ∈ Cp , which we call T . We
can show that Cp is a non-empty weakly compact convex subset of a Banach space (because
the set of continuous functions defined on a compact set with the sup-norm is compact, convex,
and complete), and T is a continuous mapping as it is the product of two continuous mappings.
By the Brouwer–Schauder–Tychonoff Fixed Point Theorem, we know there exists a fixed point
p(α,α′, y) ∈ Cp([0,1]2 × [y, y]) such that p ∈ T (p).11 �
Proof of Proposition 6. To prove the existence of no-trade point, we first show the following
lemma.

10 To see this, we know that a compact-valued upper hemi-continuous correspondence (Ω : X → Y ) has the following
property: for every sequence {xn} → x and every sequence {yn} such that yn ∈ Ω(xn) for all n, there exists a convergent
subsequence of {yn} whose limit point y is in Ω(x). See, for example, Stokey et al. [36].
11 See, for example, Aliprantis and Border [6].
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Lemma A.1. For two continuous functions x1(y) > 0 and x2(y), if X1 = ∫
Y

x1(y) dy and X2 =∫
Y

x2(y) dy, then there exists y∗ ∈ Y such that X2/X1 = x2(y
∗)/x1(y

∗).

Proof. Assume x2(y)/x1(y) > X2/X1 for all y ∈ Y , then we have X2 = ∫
Y

x2(y) dy >∫
Y

x1(y)X2
X1

dy = X2, a contradiction. Similarly, it is not possible x2(y)/x1(y) < X2/X1 for all
y ∈ Y . By the Mean Value Theorem, we know that there exists some y∗ such that X2/X1 =
x2(y

∗)/x1(y
∗). �

With Lemma A.1, we can prove the existence of a no-trade point as follows. Taking the deriva-
tive with respect to α for (22), and using the Envelope Theorem, we have

Uα(α) =
∫
Y

uc(cm)
[
y + p − (

α′ − α
)
pα

]
f (y | e) dy.

Applying Lemma A.1 to the above equation for Uα(α) and Eq. (21) for M(α), we know that
there exists a y∗(α) ∈ Y , such that:

Uα(α)

M(α)
= uc(c

∗
m)[y∗ + p∗ − (α′ ∗ − α)p∗

α]
vc(c

∗
i )(y

∗ + p∗)
.

On the other hand, the first-order condition for (26) implies

Uα′
(
α′) = 1

δ

{
uc(cm)

[
p + (

α′ − α
)
p∗

α′
] − λ0 + λ1

}
,

where λ0(α, y) � 0 and λ1(α, y) � 0 are Lagrange multipliers for the constraints α′ � 0 and
1 − α′ � 0. And Eq. (24) shows that:

δM
(
α̃′) = 1

δ
p
(
α, α̃′, y

)
vc(c̃i ).

At y∗(α), we have α′ ∗ = α′(α, y∗(α)) satisfying the following condition:

Uα′(α′ ∗)
M(α′ ∗)

= {uc(c
∗
m)[p∗ + (α′ ∗ − α)p∗

α′ ] − λ∗
0 + λ∗

1}
p∗vc(c

∗
i )

.

Comparing the above equation with the one for Uα(α)
M(α)

at y∗(α), we can see that α′ ∗ = α is

a solution for α′(α, y∗(α)), at which λ0(α, y) = 0, λ1(α, y) = 0 and Uα′ (α′ ∗)
M(α′ ∗) = Uα(α)

M(α)
= uc(cm)

vc(ci )
.

Therefore, y∗(α) is a no-trade point.
As for the monotonicity of the manager’s effort with respect to his shareholding, we differen-

tiate the first-order condition for (22) with respect to α and have

∂e

∂α

[
−gee(e) +

∫
Y

u(cm)fee(y | e) dy

]
+

∫
Y

[
y + p − (

α′ − α
)
pα

]
uc(cm)fe(y | e) dy = 0.

Notice that α′ ∈ (0,1) guarantees ∂(u(cm) + δU(α′))/∂α′ = 0 from the first-order condition
for (23), and that eliminates the ∂α′/∂α term from the above expression.

We can see that ∂e/∂α > 0 iff
∫
Y
[y +p−(α′ −α)pα]uc(cm)fe(y | e) dy > 0, since −gee(e)+∫

Y
u(αy)fee(y | e) dy < 0 is assumed for the optimality of e. Similar to the proofs of Lemma 1

and Lemma D.1, MLRC implies that uc(cm)[y + p − (α′ − α)pα] increasing in y is a sufficient
condition for ∂e/∂α > 0. �
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Proof of Proposition 7. From Eq. (24), we know that:

M
(
α′) = 1

δ
vc(ci)p.

With Lagrange multipliers λ0(α, y) � 0 and λ1(α, y) � 0 for the constraints α′ � 0 and 1 −
α′ � 0 respectively, the first-order condition for (23) implies

Uα′
(
α′) = 1

δ

{
uc(cm)

[
p + (

α′ − α
)
p∗

α

] − λ0 + λ1
}
.

For α′(α, y) ∈ (0,1), λ0 = λ1 = 0. The result is immediate. �
Proof of Proposition 8. Since the constraint in (28) is binding, we have

−ge(e) +
∫
Y

[
u(cm) + δU

(
α′)]fe(y | e) dy

= −ge(e) +
∫
Y

[
u(αy) + δU(α)

]
fe(y | e) dy

= −ge(e) +
∫
Y

u(αy)fe(y | e) dy + δU(α)

∫
Y

fe(y | e) dy

= −ge(e) +
∫
Y

u(αy)fe(y | e) dy

= 0,

where
∫
Y

fe(y | e) dy = 0 follows
∫
Y

f (y | e) dy = 1. The first-order condition is exactly the
same as the one for the benchmark case with no trade characterized in Appendix D, so the
manager makes the same effort and gets the same expected utility as in the benchmark case with
no trade.

Now define

T (V ) = max
ẽ,α̃′(y),p̃(y)

∫
Y

[
v
(
c̃i (y)

) + δV
(
α̃′(y)

)]
f (y | ẽ) dy,

subject to constraints (27) and (28). Given U(.) = U0(.), with U0(.) being the value function
with no trade, it is easy to show that T (V ) satisfies Blackwell’s sufficient conditions (mono-
tonicity and discounting) for being a contraction mapping for any bounded function V (.) defined
on [0,1]: (i) Monotonicity: For all α ∈ [0,1],V1(α) � V2(α) implies T (V1)(α) � T (V2)(α);
(ii) Discounting: T (V + c)(x) � T (V )(x) + δc, for any c � 0.

In equilibrium, with the optimal α′ and p, we also can represent the manager’s and the in-
vestor’s value functions with the following Bellman equations:

U(α) = −g(e) +
∫
Y

[
u(cm) + δU

(
α′)]f (y | e) dy,

V (α) =
∫ [

v(ci) + δV
(
α′)]f (y | e) dy.
Y
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Pointwise variations in α′ and p for the above two equations give

−uc(cm)
(
α′ − α

) − uc(cm)p
�α′

�p
+ δUα′

(
α′)�α′

�p
= 0,

vc(ci)
(
α′ − α

) + vc(ci)p
�α′

�p
+ δVα′

(
α′)�α′

�p
= 0.

So we have Vα′ (α′)
Uα′ (α′) = − vc(ci )

uc(cm)
. �

Appendix B. Perfect Public Equilibrium

We first characterize an auxiliary competitive equilibrium, which enables us to define a Perfect
Public Equilibrium in a recursive way. As in Section 3, when the manager’s strategy is given, the
distribution of output is also exogenously given and the density function is determined by

f̂
(
yt

∣∣ ht
) = f

(
yt

∣∣ et

(
ht

))
. (B.1)

Here all the expressions, including the expression in (B.1), are conditional on the manager’s
given strategy σm, and to simplify the notation, we omit σm in all expressions. The representative
investor’s optimization problem is

E

[ ∞∑
t=0

δtv(cit )

]

s.t. cit � αityt − (αit+1 − αit )pt , (B.2)

where consumption cit consists of the dividends paid on the equity shares held by the investor
plus the income from shares sold. The competitive equilibrium of the economy Φ(α0 | σm) is
a sequence of stock prices p = {pt }∞t=0 and a sequence of consumption and share allocations
{cit (h

t , yt ), αit+1(h
t , yt )}∞t=0, such that:

1. Given {pt }∞t=0, {cit (h
t , yt ), αit+1(h

t , yt )}∞t=0 maximizes E[∑∞
t=0 δtv(cit )].

2. �αit = αit+1 − αit = −�αt , for any t .

The logic of this equilibrium is explained in Phelan and Stacchetti [33]. In brief, when there
is a continuum of players, individual agents, investors in our case, cannot change the outcome of
the game by deviating since their deviation is not observable. Phelan and Stacchetti [33] show
that an implication of this logic is that agents’ incentive constraints are their Euler conditions in
equilibrium. Moreover, as we will show, the auxiliary competitive equilibrium of this economy is
equivalent to a corresponding static one-period economy defined below. This equivalence result
is the key to define our equilibrium concept in the next subsection.

Define

Mt+1 ≡ E
[
(yt+1 + pt+1)vc(cit+1)

]
. (B.3)

This variable represents the investor’s marginal expected lifetime utility for an additional share
of the stock he holds in period t + 1 and summarizes all the information the investor needs to
make consumption and investment decisions at time t . Suppose we have solved the auxiliary
competitive equilibrium for the economy Φ(α0 | σm). We can calculate the value of Mt+1 every
period. Let us construct a one-period economy where the investors have initial shareholdings
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of αit = 1 − αt and Mt+1 is taken as exogenously given. Since the manager’s trading strategy
and effort choice are now exogenously given, the investor in this one-period economy chooses
the shareholding after trading in period t : αit+1. The investor’s augmented utility function over
consumption and end-of-period shareholding is v(cit ) + δMt+1αit+1. The competitive equilib-
rium of this static one-period economy consists of a price pt and a pair (αit+1, cit ) such that
the following two conditions are satisfied: (i) given pt ,αit+1 maximizes v(cit ) + δMt+1αit+1;
(ii) αit+1 = 1 − αt+1.

Let CE(αit ,Mt+1) denote the set of competitive equilibrium allocations (cit , αit+1) of this
static one-period economy. In order to establish Perfect Public Equilibrium with endogenous
managerial strategies, we will need the boundedness of Mt to satisfy the transversality condi-
tion. As shown by Phelan and Stacchetti [33], the transversality condition holds if we impose
boundary conditions on the investor’s marginal utility. Further, there is an equivalence between
the auxiliary competitive equilibrium for the infinite-horizon economy and the competitive equi-
librium for the static one-period economy.

Proposition B.1 (Equivalence to static one-period equilibrium). If there exist 0 < vc < vc such
that 0 < vc < vc(c) < vc < ∞, then Mt is bounded from above in a competitive equilibrium
of the economy Φ(α0 | σm). For {c∗

it , α
∗
it+1}∞t=0 to be a competitive allocation of the economy

Φ(α0 | σm), a necessary and sufficient condition is that, for all t and ht , (c∗
it , α

∗
it+1) is the static

one-period equilibrium outcome, that is, (c∗
it , α

∗
it+1) ∈ CE(α∗

it ,M
∗
t+1).

Proof. We first prove that Mt+1 is bounded above. The representative investor’s decision prob-
lem is

max
{αt }∞t=1

E

[ ∞∑
t=0

δtv(cit )

]

s.t. cit = αityt − (αit+1 − αit )pt .

Taking the derivative with respect to αit+1, for t � 0, we have

vc(cit )pt = Et

[
δ(yt+1 + pt+1)vc(cit+1)

]
= Et

[
δyt+1vc(cit+1) + δEt+1

[
δ(yt+2 + pt+2)vc(cit+2)

]]
= Et

[ ∞∑
s=t+1

δs−t ysvc(cis)

]
�

∞∑
s=t+1

δs−t yvc = δ

1 − δ
yvc,

which implies that pt � δ
1−δ

yvc

vc(y)
for any t � 0. Consequently, we have

Mt+1 = Et

[
(yt+1 + pt+1)vc(cit+1)

]
�

(
y + δ

(1 − δ)

yvc

vc(y)

)
vc < ∞.

Next, we prove the equivalence between the outcome of the auxiliary dynamic competitive
equilibrium and that of the static one-period equilibrium. The necessity part is trivial. We now
prove sufficiency. Assume (c∗

it , α
∗
it ) ∈ CE(α∗

it ,M
∗
t+1). Then, a necessary condition for (c∗

it , α
∗
it )

to be the equilibrium outcome is(−p∗vc

(
c∗ ) + δM∗ )(

αit+1 − α∗ )
� 0, for all αit+1 ∈ [0,1].
t it t+1 it+1
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This implies that:

Et−1
[−p∗

t vc

(
c∗
it

)(
αit+1 − α∗

it+1

)]
�−Et−1

[
δM∗

t+1

(
αit+1 − α∗

it+1

)]
.

Add Et−1[(yt +p∗
t )vc(c

∗
t )(αit −α∗

it )] = Et−1[M∗
t (αit −α∗

it )] to each side of the above inequality,
and using

cit − c∗
it = [

αit

(
yt + p∗

t

) − αit+1p
∗
t

] − [
α∗

it

(
yt + p∗

t

) − α∗
it+1p

∗
t

]
,

we have

Et−1
[
vc

(
c∗
it

)(
cit − c∗

it

)]
� Et−1

[
M∗

t

(
αit − α∗

it

) − δM∗
t+1

(
αit+1 − α∗

it+1

)]
.

By the concavity of v(.), we have

v(cit ) � v
(
c∗
it

) + vc

(
c∗
it

)(
cit − c∗

it

)
.

Therefore,

lim
T →∞E

[
T∑

t=0

δt
[
v(cit ) − v

(
c∗
it

)]]

� lim
T →∞E

[
T∑

t=0

δt
[
M∗

t

(
αit − α∗

it

) − δM∗
t+1

(
αit+1 − α∗

it+1

)]]

= lim
T →∞E

[
δT +1M∗

T +1

(
αiT +1 − α∗

iT +1

)] = 0.

Since M∗
t is bounded from above, we have limT →∞ E[∑T

t=0 δt [v(cit ) − v(c∗
it )]] � 0, and

(c∗
it , α

∗
it ) is optimal. �

With the establishment of the auxiliary competitive equilibrium, we can define a Perfect Public
Equilibrium as follows:

Definition B.1 (Perfect Public Equilibrium). A strategy profile σ = (σm,σi) is a Perfect Public
Equilibrium (PPE) for the economy Φ(α0) if for any τ � 0, and history hτ ∈ Hτ , the following
conditions are satisfied:

1. Given the investor’s strategy σiτ , the manager has no incentive to deviate, that is,
U [(σmτ , σiτ )] � U [(σ ′

mτ ,σiτ )] for any σ ′
mτ �= σmτ , where (σmτ , σiτ ) = (σm,σi)t�τ is the

equilibrium strategy profile σ = (σm,σi) starting from t = τ ;
2. {1 − αt+1, cit }∞t=τ is an auxiliary competitive equilibrium allocation of the economy

Φ(ατ | σmτ ) corresponding to the manager’s shareholding ατ and the exogenously given
strategy σmτ = (σm)t�τ .

The definition of the PPE imposes two conditions. The first condition requires that the man-
ager’s continuation strategies be best responses of the investor’s continuation strategies after any
history hτ . The second condition states the optimality of the investor’s decision in an auxiliary
competitive equilibrium we analyzed above. In a PPE, the continuation payoffs have to corre-
spond to PPE profiles, so the lifetime expected payoffs can be factored into current payoffs and
continuation payoffs.
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We next demonstrate the recursive factorization of the defined PPE, following Abreu et al. [3].
Given the initial shareholding of the manager α ∈ [0,1], define Γ (α) to be the set of values which
the manager and the representative investor can obtain and the marginal value of shares for the
investor from a symmetric sequential equilibrium:

Γ (α) = (
U(α),V (α),M(α)

)
= {(

U [σ ],V [σ ],M[σ ]) ∣∣ σ is a PPE for the economy Φ(α)
}
.

We demonstrate the factorization of Γ (α) by relating it to an arbitrary value correspondence,
W : [0,1] → R3, which is compact and convex.

Definition B.2. A vector ζ1 = (α′(y),U ′(y),V ′(y),M ′(y)) is said to be consistent with respect
to W at the initial shareholding α ∈ [0,1] if the following conditions are satisfied:

1. Generation: (U ′(y),V ′(y),M ′(y)) ∈ W(α).
2. Short sale constraint: α′(y) ∈ [0,1] for any y ∈ Y .
3. Investor optimality: (α′

i (y), ci(y)) ∈ CE(1 − α,M ′(y)) with price p(y), where α′
i (y) = 1 −

α′(y) and ci(y) = (1 − α)(y + p(y)) − (1 − α′(y))p(y).

The investor’s optimality in a competitive market requires −p(y)vc(ci(y)) + δM ′(y) = 0
(first-order condition), which determines p(y) once M ′(y) is set. Given α′, for each y ∈ Y , let

U
(
α,y,α′) ≡ min

(Ũ ′,Ṽ ′,M̃ ′)

[
u(c̃m) + δŨ ′]

s.t. ζ̃1 = (
α′, Ũ ′, Ṽ ′, M̃ ′) is consistent with respect to W at α,

and c̃m = α(y + p̃) − α′p̃.

U(α, y,α′) gives us the worst possible payoff for the manager, and this is used to define the
punishment value for the manager when he deviates from the equilibrium path.

Define U(α,y) ≡ maxα̂′ U(α,y, α̂′). Therefore, U(α,y) is the best alternative value to the
manager when he deviates from the equilibrium.

Definition B.3. A consistent vector ζ = (e, ζ1) is said to be admissible with respect to W at
the initial shareholding α if ζ1 is consistent with W at α and the following two conditions are
satisfied:

E
[−g(e) + u

(
cm(y)

) + δU ′(y)
∣∣ e

]
� max

ê
E

[−g(ê) + u
(
cm(y)

) + δU ′(y)
∣∣ ê

]
,

u
(
cm(y)

) + δU ′(y) �U(α,y).

Admissibility adds the manager’s incentive constraint to the requirements for consistency; the
first inequality implies that the manager will make the optimal effort choice given his trading
behavior, and the second inequality requires the manager to trade optimally. When the manager
trades an unexpected fraction of equity, the investor’s beliefs are updated in the subsequent sub-
game so as to yield the worst possible payoff for the manager. This is without loss of generality.
If an equilibrium is sustainable with another type of punishment upon deviation, then it must also
be sustainable with the worst punishment upon deviation. This is the same concept as what Chari
and Kehoe [9] call a “sustainable equilibrium.”
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The vector ζ = (e,α′(y),U ′(y),V ′(y),M ′(y)) gives the following payoff values to the man-
ager and the investor and the marginal value of the shares to the investor:

Ŭ (α, ζ ) ≡ E
[
u
(
cm(y), e

) + δU ′(y)
∣∣ e

]
,

V̆ (α, ζ ) ≡ E
[
v
(
ci(y)

) + δV ′(y)
∣∣ e

]
,

M̆(α, ζ ) ≡ E
[(

y + p(y)
)
vc

(
ci(y)

) ∣∣ e
]
.

Let Ξ(α, ζ ) ≡ (Ŭ(α, ζ ), V̆ (α, ζ ), M̆(α, ζ )), and for a value correspondence W , define

B(W)(α) = {
Ξ(α, ζ )

∣∣ ζ is admissible with respect to W at α
}
.

Proposition B.2. If W has a compact graph, then B(W) has a compact graph.

Proof. First, we can show that B(W) has a bounded graph. It is easy to see that V (α) ∈
[v(y)/δ, v(y)/δ] and U(α) ∈ [−g(e)+u(y)

δ
,

−g(e)+u(y)

δ
]. Also we have shown in the proof of

Proposition 5 that M is bounded from below and above.
Second, we can show that B(W) has a closed graph. Let {wn,αn} be a sequence in the graph

of B(W) which converges to a point (w,α). We need to show that (w,α) is also in the graph
of B(W). By the definition of B(W), there exists a sequence of vectors ζn = {en,α

′
n(y),U ′

n(y),

V ′
n(y),M ′

n(y)} admissible with respect to W at αn, and wn = Ξ(αn, ζn) satisfying the short
sale constraint, price consistency, and incentive compatibility. Because the space of admissible
stage strategies and value functions are bounded, we may assume this sequence converges to
some limit point ζ = {e,α′(y),U ′(y),V ′(y),M ′(y)}, where the convergence of functions α′

n(y),
U ′

n(y), V ′
n(y), and M ′

n(y) is almost everywhere.
The convergence of the sequence {en} is trivial to show. To show the almost-everywhere

convergence of {α′
n(y)}, {U ′

n(y)}, {V ′
n(y)}, and {M ′

n(y)}, we proceed as follows. First, all
these functions are bounded on Y , which is itself bounded. Therefore, these functions are in
Lp-space. It is easy to find a Cauchy subsequence for each of them, say {gn}, and we know that
there exists a function g in Lp-space with an Lp-norm, s.t. limn→∞ ‖gn − g‖p → 0. Second,
limn→∞ ‖gn − g‖p → 0 in Lp-space implies that there exists a subsequence {hn} of {gn}, such
that {hn} converges to g almost everywhere. This guarantees that g is a feasible function, that is,
it is constrained by the same bounds as that for the original function sequence, {α′

n(y)}, {U ′
n(y)},

{V ′
n(y)}, or {M ′

n(y)}.
By continuity of Ξ , we know that Ξ(α, ζ ) = w, and ζ is admissible with respect to W at α.

Therefore, (w,α) is in the graph of B(W).
Following Phelan and Stacchetti [33], we can show that Γ (α) = B(Γ )(α) for all α, and Γ (α)

is the largest value correspondence W such that W = B(W)(α). For each α, define W∞(α) =
B(B(. . . (B(W))))(α) = B∞(W)(α), and with the compactness property of B(.), we can show
W∞(α) = Γ (α). �
Appendix C. Algorithm for the numerical examples

It is easy to show that in an SMPPE, we have the following Bellman equations:

U(α) = −g
(
e(α)

) +
∫ [

u(cm) + δU
(
α′(α, y)

)]
f

(
y

∣∣ e(α)
)
dy,
Y
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V (α) =
∫
Y

[
v(ci) + δV

(
α′(α, y)

)]
f

(
y

∣∣ e(α)
)
dy,

M(α) =
∫
Y

y + p(α,α′(α, y), y)

p(α,α′(α, y), y)
δM

(
α′(α, y)

)
f

(
y

∣∣ e(α)
)
dy.

These Bellman equations will be used for our numerical examples.
Define a grid {α1, . . . , αN } and solve for the value functions of U0(α), V 0(α) and M0(α) as-

suming that the manager is not allowed to trade. Starting from the solved functions U0(α), V 0(α)

and M0(α) as the initial functions, we map (Ut (α),V t (α),Mt (α)) to (Ut+1(α),V t+1(α),

Mt+1(α)) as follows:

• Step 1: For each αk , k = 1, . . . ,N , given the output y, find the optimal α′ to maximize
u(cm) + δUt (α′) with p determined by the first-order condition in Eq. (24) using Mt(α′);

• Step 2: Find the optimal effort choice, e, of the manager given the optimal α′ and the result-
ing p for each y;

• Step 3: Define

Ut+1(α) = −g(e) + E
[
u(cm) + δUt

(
α′) ∣∣ e

]
,

V t+1(α) = E
[
v(ci) + δV t

(
α′) ∣∣ e

]
,

Mt+1(α) = E

[
y + p

p
δM

(
α′) ∣∣ e

]
.

Repeat Steps 1–3 until (U,V,M) converges, and then generate sample equilibrium paths based
on the limit (U,V,M).

Appendix D. No trading case

In this appendix, we analyze a benchmark case in which the manager is not allowed to trade
shares in the stock market. It is infinite horizon, and each period the manager makes an effort
choice that determines the distribution of the output, f (y | e). We assume the f (y | e) satisfies the
monotone likelihood ratio condition. After the output is realized, it is given out as dividends to the
manager and the investors based on the number of shares they hold. The manager’s effort choice
is influenced by the fraction of the equity he owns. Equity prices are decided in a competitive
market with a continuum of outside investors.

For a given managerial ownership α, the manager chooses an effort level to maximize his
lifetime utility:

U0(α) = max{et }

∞∑
t=0

δtE
[−g(et ) + u(cmt )

∣∣ et

]

= max
ẽ

∫
Y

[−g(ẽ) + u(αy)
]
f (y | e) dy + δU0(α).

The optimal effort choice, e, satisfies the first-order condition:

−ge(e) +
∫

u(αy)fe(y | e) dy = 0.
Y
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We assume that the second-order condition holds:

−gee(e) +
∫
Y

u(αy)fee(y | e) dy < 0.

The next two lemmas discuss the manager’s effort choice and trading incentive, respectively.

Lemma D.1 (The manager’s effort decision). If the manager’s utility function satisfies the con-
dition that yuc(αy) is increasing (decreasing) in y, then the optimal effort level, e, is increasing
(decreasing) in the manager’s shareholding, α.

Proof. Taking the derivative of the first-order condition with respect to α gives

eα

[
−gee(e) +

∫
Y

u(αy)fee(y | e) dy

]
+

∫
Y

yuc(αy)fe(y | e) dy = 0.

We assume −gee(e) + ∫
Y

yuc(αy)fee(y | e) dy < 0 so that there is an interior solution for e.
Following this assumption, we have eα > 0 iff

∫
Y

yuc(αy)fe(y | e) dy > 0.

Write:
∫
Y

yuc(αy)fe(y | e) dy = ∫
Y

yuc(αy)
fe(y|e)
f (y|e) f (y | e) dy.

Since
∫
Y

f (y | e) dy = 1, we have
∫
Y

fe(y|e)
f (y|e) f (y | e) dy = ∫

Y
fe(y | e) dy = ∂

∂e

∫
Y

f (y |
e) dy = 0.

The monotone likelihood ratio condition (MLRC) implies that there exists a y∗ such that
fe(y | e)/f (y | e) > 0 iff y > y∗. If yuc(αy) is increasing in y, then we have∫

Y

yuc(αy)
fe(y | e)
f (y | e) f (y | e) dy

=
∫

y<y∗
yuc(αy)

fe(y | e)
f (y | e) f (y | e) dy +

∫
y>y∗

yuc(αy)
fe(y | e)
f (y | e) f (y | e) dy

>

∫
y<y∗

y∗uc

(
αy∗)fe(y | e)

f (y | e) f (y | e) dy +
∫

y>y∗
y∗uc

(
αy∗)fe(y | e)

f (y | e) f (y | e) dy

= y∗uc

(
αy∗)∫

Y

fe(y | e)
f (y | e) f (y | e) dy

= 0.

Similarly if yuc(αy) is decreasing in y, we have
∫
Y

yuc(αy)
fe(y|e)
f (y|e) f (y | e) dy < 0. �

Lemma D.2 (The manager’s incentive to trade). If the manager and the investors have CRRA
preferences with the manager’s risk-aversion coefficient, γm, different from the investors’ risk-
aversion coefficient, γi , then the manager has an incentive to trade.

Proof. The expected utility of the manager is given by U(α) = ∑∞
t=0 E[−g(e) + u(αyt ) | e],

where e is the optimal effort level in the equilibrium. Without loss of generality, we assume
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α ∈ (0,1) and we consider a one shot deviation after y = y is realized. The manager is facing the
following optimization problem:

max
α′ u(cm) + δE

[
U

(
α′)]

s.t. cm = αy + (
α − α′)p(y).

The first-order condition with respect to α′ is

−uc(cm)p(y) + δUα′
(
α′) = 0.

The Envelope Theorem tells us that:

Uα′
(
α′) =

∞∑
t=0

δt

∫
Y

ytuc

(
α′yt

)
f

(
yt

∣∣ e
(
α′))dyt .

Given α, the investors’ trading determines the equity price:

p(y) = 1

vc((1 − α)y)
E

[ ∞∑
t=1

δtytvc

(
(1 − α)yt

) ∣∣∣ e(α)

]
.

It is easy to check that, with CRRA preferences, at α′ = α, the first-order derivative with
respect to α′ is

−u′(c)p(y) + δU ′(α) = δ

1 − δ
E

[
y

(
u′(αy) − u′(αy)

v′((1 − α)y)
v′((1 − α)y

))]

= δ

1 − δ
α−γmE

[
y1−γm − yγi−γmy1−γi

]
= δ

1 − δ
E

[
α−γmy1−γi

(
yγi−γm − yγi−γm

)]
,

which is > 0 (< 0) if γm > γi (γm < γi). Therefore, we can see that the manager in general will
have an incentive to trade in the market as long as γi �= γm even though they are forbidden to do
so. �
Proposition D.1 (Asset prices). Assume the investor has a constant Arrow–Pratt measure of rela-
tive risk-aversion, then: (i) if both yvc(ci) and yuc(cm) are monotonic in y and ∂yvc(ci )

∂y
∂yuc(cm)

∂y
>

0 (< 0), then the equity price is increasing (decreasing) in α; and (ii) if yuc(cm) is increasing
(decreasing) in y, then the price of the risk free bond is decreasing (increasing) in α and the risk
free interest rate is increasing (decreasing) in α.

Proof. Given α and y, the price of equity is

p(α,y) =
∫
Y

δvc(c
′
i )

vc(ci)

[
y′ + p

(
α,y′)]f (

y′ ∣∣ e
)

= δ

1 − δ

∫
Y

y′ vc(c
′
i )

vc(ci)
f

(
y′ ∣∣ e

)
dy′,

where ci and c′
i denote the investor’s consumption in the current period and the next period,

respectively. We do not explicitly have a bond in the economy, but that is equivalent to assuming
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that a bond is in zero net supply and thus no one trades the bond in a symmetric (among investors)
equilibrium. The price of a risk free zero-coupon bond is

b(α, y) ≡
∫
Y

δvc(c
′
i )

vc(ci)
f

(
y′ ∣∣ e

)
.

For (i), differentiating the equity price with respect to α gives us

pα(α, y) = 1

vc(ci)

∫
Y

δy′vc

(
c′
i

)
eαfe

(
y′ ∣∣ e

)
dy′

+ 1

v2
c (ci)

{
vc(ci)

∫
Y

−δy′2vcc

(
c′
i

)
f

(
y′ ∣∣ e

)
dy′

+ yvcc(ci)

∫
Y

δy′vc

(
c′
i

)
f

(
y′ ∣∣ e

)
dy′

}
.

With a constant Arrow–Pratt measure of relative risk-aversion for the investor, the last two terms
sum to zero and we have

pα(α, y) = eα

vc(ci)

∫
Y

δy′vc

(
c′
i

)fe(y
′ | e)

f (y′ | e) f
(
y′ ∣∣ e

)
dy′.

By Lemma D.1, the result is immediate.
For (ii), similarly, we can show

bα(α, y) = eα

vc(ci)

∫
Y

δvc

(
c′
i

)fe(y
′ | e)

f (y′ | e) f
(
y′ ∣∣ e

)
dy′.

The result is immediate. �
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